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n people have distinct bits of information. They can communicate via k-party conference 
calls. I-Iow many such calls are needed to inform everyone of everyone else’s information? Let 
f(n, k) be this minimum number. Then we give a simple proof that f(n, k)= 
[(n-k)(k-l)] + [n k] for lGnsk2, f(n, k)=2[(n-k)(k-l)] for n>k2. 
In the 2-party case we consider the case in which certain of the calls may permit information 
flow in only one direction. We show that any 2n-4 call scheme that conveys everone’s 
information to all must contain a 4-cycle, each of whose calls is “two way”, along with some 
other results. The method follows that of Bumby who first proved the 4-cycle conjecture, 
This paper contains several results on “gossip problems” that follow from 
Bumby’s approach i’o it. These are discussed in the following two sections. 
I. Conference calls 
Suppose n people have distinct bits of information. They can communicate visr 
k-party conference calls. Let f( n, k) be the minimum number of calls needed to 
inform everyone of everyone else’s information. We prove the following: 
Theorem 1, 
f(n, k)=[fi]+[il, l<n<k2, 
This result was first proved by Lebensold [2] but his argument was very 
complicated. This paper uses ideas used by Bumby to prove the 4-cycle conjec- 
ture for 2-party calls [l]. 
Lemma 1. f(n, k)a [(n - k)/(k - l)] + [n/k]. 
Proof. We claim no person can know everything until [(n - l),/( k - l)] calls have 
been made. For suppose after m calls person x knows everything. Then if we 
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reverse the order of these m calls we have a scheme in which after m calls 
cverbody knows person x’s information. Mow clearly m 3 [(n - l)/( k - 1)1 since 
each call can only inform k - 1 additional persons of x’s information. Hence after 
[Or=-IMk-1)1--I= [( n - k)/( k - l)l calls no one knows everything. Hence any 
scheme achieving f(n, k) must involve at least one additional ca’r for everyone or 
[n/k1 more calls. Hence f(n, k) 2 [(n - k)J(k - 1)1 + [n/k1 as claimed. 
hmara 2. f(n, k)a2[(n - k)/(k - 1)l. 
Proof, Let A be a scheme achieving f(n, I(). A will impos.e a partial order on the 
fin, k ) calli (where we allow any rearrangement of the calls which does not effect 
the information exchanged in each call). A call Et will precede E2 in the partial 
order iff there is a chain of calls occurring after El and before E2 in any such 
rearrangement which informs one of the parties of E2 of the information 
cxchangcd in El. Let m = [(n - k)/( k - 1)‘1. Consider the graph, G, on n points 
formed by identifying each of tire people with a point and replacing each of the 
first m calls with a tree on the k points involved in that call. At least two 
components of this graph must bc trees T1, TZ (as we start with n trees and c zh 
call reduces the number of trees by at most k - 1). Consider those total orders on 
the calls consistent with the partial order which minimize the size of T, U T2. 
Select a particular order which also minimizec T,. If T1 consists of a single point 
f? then after m calls no one else knows Y’s information and hence [(n - l)/( k - 
I 11 additional calls are needed to inform eve!*yone lse. Hence we may assume Ci 
is the last (amon d the first m) call in ‘7;:, i = 1, 2. Let Ci connect subtrees 
X,9 . . . , Tk, i = 1, 2. Note we can choose a total order in which C, is the mth call 
and CZ is the m - 1 th. We now claim the remaining calls must be constrained to 
follow Cr. For suppose not; then there must exist a call D taking place after the 
first m which is not constrained to follow C, or any of the other remaining calls. 
Then there is a consistent total order in which D replaces C, among the first m 
calls. Consider how this affects G. If D does not connect k of T,,, . . . , Tlk, T2 
then this contradicts the minimality 01 T, U T2. If D connects k - 1 of 
T, , . . . . . T,, to TZ then this contradicts ;he minimality of T,. In the remaining 
case D connects T, ,, . . . , Tlk. But here the order of D and C, may be inter- 
changed. I-Ience there is a consistent total order in which C, is replaced by D 
among the first m calls again contradictinag the minimality of T1 U ‘T,. But since 
the remaining calls must follow C, and since no one knows everthing (and hence 
must participate in at least one more calE) after m calls (as G is unconnected), 
[(n - k)/lk - 1)1 nlore calls must occur (since each of the remaining calls can 
include a” rn~~st k - f people who have not been informed of the contents of C,). 
ro cs the lemma. 
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f(n, k)p[Fi], k”sn. - 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 1 and 2 and the observation that 
It remains to give constructions showing the above bounds are achievable. 
Lemma 4. If m s n, then f(n, k)sf( m, k)+2[(n--m)/(k-l)]. 
Proof. Label the n people 1, . . . , n. Let the last n - m inform the first person of 
their information. This can be done with [(n - m)/(k - l)l calls. Then let the first 
m people pool their information. This can be done with f(m, k) calls. Finally let 
the first person inform the last n - m of wnat he now knows. This can be done 
with [(n - m)/(k - l)l calls. Clearly now everyone knows everthing proving the 
lemma. 
Lemma 5. 1f r s k, then f (rk, k ) s 2~. 
Proof. Label the people 1, . . . , rk. Let the first r calls be between the congruence 
classes mod Y. Let the last r be between (1,. . . , k}, {k + 1,. . . ,2k}, . . . {(r- 1)k + 
1 7 l l -9 rk). Clearly everbody now knows everthing as the last calls must include a 
member of each congruence class mod r since r G k. 
RSQ% of Theorem 1. Lemma 5 shows f(k2, k)<2k. Hence by Lemma 4 for 
nzk2, 
Lemma 5 also implies for n c k2 that f(n, k)c2 n/k holds. Also since f(k, k) = 1 
Lemma 4 implies for k G n that 
holds. We claim the last two statements together imply that for k G nk2 we have 
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For suppose not. Then 2[n/kl> [(n - k)/(k - l)] + [n/k1 and hence 
and F(n-k)/(k-l)l+r(n-P)/(k-l)l>r(n-k)/(k-l)l+rn/kl and hence 
Summing gives 
a contradiction. The result follows from Lemma 3. 
2. Four cycles 
WC consider schemes of 2-party calls achieving f( yt, 2) = 2n - 4 (for n 2 4). We 
assume some of the calls (whrch we call one-way) convey infxmation in one 
direction only. As ilrl Section 1 there is associated with ary such scheme L, a 
partial order on the 211-4 calls. Also as before we associate a graph with any set 
sf calls. 
WC prove the following theorem which contains the 4-cycle conjecture. Again 
the argument uses icleas from [ 11. 
Theorem 2. Let S he the set of vertices of a tree-like connect+ component irz the 
graph induced by the first n - 1 calls in a consistent otal order. @late for any total 
order at least one such S must exist). Then S contains 4 _p,oople a, b, c, d such that L 
cmt4rt.s calls (a. h), (c, d j, (a, c), (h, d) hut not (a, d) or (b, c). Moreover these calls 
!li:r’st he fwo-way. Also (a, b) and (c, d) are unrelated in ihe partial order associated 
with L and the same is true of (a, c) nerd (b, d). 
Proof. Let S be a minimal connected component in the graph of the first (n - J) 
pairs among consistent iota1 orderings cl, L. Let S have m vertices. S must have at 
icast 2 llcrtices as otherwise at least !I -- 1 additional calls would be required (or 
2r1- 2 in all) a contradiction. If the (nz -. 1)st call in some consistent ordering on S 
is removed. the vertices in S divide inlo two connected components S, and S,; 
choose a consistent reordering of these calls so the S, is minimal (that is, SO that 
no c)thcr reordering has one of its components properly contained in S,); let the 
OH-- 1 )st pair here be (x,, y,) with x1 in S1, y, in S,; we draw the follcxing 
conclusions. each of which will be proven below. 
4 11 Sr contains at least two vertices. 
(2) xt is,/ = i. The (j - 1) calls in S, among the first (m - 2) calls in S in this 
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ordering form a tree T1. A call in a sequence 4 of calls is special in 4 if it must 
come after every call it overlaps in 4. Then there is only one special call in the 
sequence of calls in T1. This special call must share an element with (x,, yl); let 
the call be (x,, x,). 
(3) There is a sequence of calls conveying information from x,(x,) to every 
other element not in the same component of TI -(x1, x2) as x1(x2) that involves 
only the pairs (x1, x,) (x,, yl) and the (n - 3) last pairs ir: our ordering of L ; 
(x,, x2), (x,,, y,) and these last n - 3 pairs form a trele. (Renxuks one and three in 
themselves form a proof that (2,n - 4) calls are the smallest possible number. It 
obviously requires (n - 1) calls among (x,, x$, (x1, ;I,) and the pairs after the 
(n - 1)st to form a tree, so that there must be at least (n -- 3) after the first (n - 1)). 
(4) Any sequence of calls conveying information to x1 or xx from any other 
element can contain at most one call of the final (n - 3; calls U {(x,, y,), (x,, x2)} 
and this call must occur last in the sequence. 
(5) Let y, be defined as the last element before x2 on some sequence of calls 
conveying information from y1 to x2. Similarly let yj+l be the last element other 
than x, (or x2) on a sequence from yj to x1 if j is even, to x2 if j is odd. Then for 
some odd i,, even jZ(yj,, yjz) is a two-way call in S2. Furthermore (yj,, x,), (y,*, x,) 
are two-way calls following ( yj,, y,J and (A,, x2) in the partia! order. Finally (x,, x,) 
must ix a two-way call. 
Procof of ( 1) Yf S, con:ai*qs only one element, after the first n - 2 calls there is no 
path at all fro], II S,. To obtain paths from that element to all the others requires at 
least n - 1 furtn:er calls or 2n - 3 all together, a contradiction. 
Proof of (2). Suppose there were a special call (a, 6) in S, disjoint from (x,, y ,). 
Then we could interchange the order of (x1, y,) and (a, 6) making (a. 6) the 
(m - 1)st pair in S. The resulting graph of the first (m - 2) calls in S would have a 
connected component properly contained in S, violating S,‘s minimality. 
Proof of (3). Suppose there were no such sequence from x, to 2,. By assumption 
x1 and tl arc not in the same component of T, -(x1, x2). Thp,l-e is a sequence from 
x1 to z1 in L; let its fir ;t call that is not in T, be (a, b), (a to 6). (a, 6) and the calls 
beyond (a, 6) in the sequence must be among the last (n - 3) U ((x,, y l ). f Y,, y2)}. 
If there is a sequence of calls conveying information from x, to a \)r 6 that 
precedes the call (a, 6) and only uses the last (II - 3 j calls ar.d (x,, x,) and ( yI, y ,I, 
we could switch and get a sequence of the desired kind from x, to zl. Otherwise it 
must be possible to reorder the calls consistently so that the call (a, 6) comes 
before (x,, x2). Now suppose we reorder the calls in this way so that (x,, y,) is the 
nth, (x,, x,) is (n - 1)st and (a, 6) or a call from the last n - 3 that must precede 
(a, 6) is (n - 2)nd., and the order of the others is unchanged. 
If the new (n - 2)nd call is disjoint from S, or Sz, that set (S, or S,) becomes a 
connected component in the new ordering, which violates the assumed minimality 
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of S. If it joins SI with Sz then the analogue of S1 in the new ordering will be 
properly contained in the old S,, violating minimality of S,. This is a contradic- 
tion. 
Since only (n - 2) calls are to be used here to obtain paths from xl or x2 to all 
(12 - 2) other elements, these (n - 2) pairs along with (x,, x2) must form a tree. 
Proof of (4). The above tree must contain sequences of calls from x1 to x2 to all 
other elements. Furthermore, if a sequence contains a call from this set all 
subsequent calls must also be from this set. The only sequences of calls that 
convey information to xl (or x2) in this tree come frorr immediate neighbors in it 
and are one call long. This suffices to prove (4). 
Proof of (5). It follows from (4) that there is a sequence of calls from Yj to Yj+r 
among the first n - 1 calls omitting (x,, x,), (x,, yl). With respect to these calls S2 
is a tree-like connected component. Hence if yi C: S2 SO is Yj+l. Hence all the Yj'S 
are in S2. Since S2 is finite there is some i such that Yj = Yj+k for some rC. k must 
he ever. as (x,, y,) and (x2, yi) cannot both be in the set of the last n - 3 calls 
U ((x,, x2), (x,, y,)} as these calls form a tree. Since the sequences of calls 
Y, - Y,+ I * l ’ l + yi-k = Yj lie on :b tree every call used in them must be used 
both ways. Furthermore we claim every point in the above paths must be a yr for 
some i C j s I s j + k ). For suppose not. Let a be a point unequal to any yI. Of all 
the cabs containing a and occurring in Yj + Yj+r + l l l 9 yj+k let (6, a) be the 
latest (with respect to the partial order). (6, a) must be used in sequences of calls 
in both directions. However (b, a) cannot be followed in a sequence by any call 
involving a because of the wav (b, a) was chosen. Hence a must be an endpoint 
(i.e. a must equal some y,) a Contradiction. 
It follows at once that we calI find a pair (Yi,, yi,) where & is odd, j2 is even. The 
pairs (Y,,, x,) and (Yj2, x,)must be usable towards x1, x2 in order to convey 
information to x1. x2., They must be usable in the opposite direction since by 
(3). (x1, x,), (x2, yi,) must be a sequence from x1 to Yj, and similarly (x2, x1), (x,, Yj,) 
must be a sequence from x2 to yj,. This also implies (x,, x2) is a two-way call 
completing the proof of Theorem 2. 
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